THE TRAIN
Everybody was dead.
Dr Belov drew the thick curtain and lighted the lamp.
A glass of cold tea stood on the table. There was always
food standing on the table; he had asked them not to put
it there, but they still kept on doing it.
To-day they had left him in peace, gone off some-
where, and the whole evening he had been alone. In the
ordinary way, there would always be somebody hanging
about in the compartment—probably Ivan Egorych
purposely sent people to him on all sorts of errands.
A dear fellow, Ivan Egorych; but did he really think
that talking about work would make the doctor forget
Sonechka and Lyalya?
Alexander Ivanych had written that the house no
longer existed, only rubble and stones. It was not only
they who had met disaster, but their things, their clothes,
the table where Sonechka had worked, Lyalya's school
exercise books which he had cherished, the letters, the
diary—all were gone.
Only memories left.
They could not be written down. Once upon a time a
girl had existed, she had gone to school, she had done
well there. Her exercise books were filled with even,
clear, beautiful writing, and the teachers5 marks:
"Excellent/5 in red pencil. The girl had grown up, her
father had collected her exercise books and put them
away, so that she could remember her schooldays when
she was old. The Germans had dropped a bomb on the
house, the house fell, and there was no girl, no books.
There was nothing.
How can one write about that?
The table was small, and covered with white oilcloth.
Upon it stood chemists5 scales, a large glass jar with
plaster-of-Paris and a white porcelain cup in which
Sonechka mixed the plaster. For almost thirty years that
table had stood there, with the scales, the jar and the cup.
While she was working* Sonechka wore a blue overall,
old, no two buttons on it alike, one button was even
taken from a pair of trousers. How can one write about

